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Abstract 
The deformation behavior of anisotropic thermal barrier coatings is investigated using computer modeling. The mechanism of 
instability occurring in these coatings resulting from their representation in the form of the plate on the elastic foundation is 
discussed.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Omsk State Technical University. 
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1. Introduction 
Thermal barrier coatings are objects that should provide substrate protection against the exposure of high 
temperature, have high adhesion, thermal stability and heat resistance in the conditions of the repeated cyclic 
application of thermomechanical loads. 
The main problem of thermal barrier coatings is related to the difference of thermalphysic characteristics such as 
coefficients of linear thermal expansion of a coating and substrate. When heated, the substrate’s deformation is 
significantly higher, which results in the occurrence of stress concentrators on the interface. Relaxation proceeds 
with crack formation. 
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2. Study subject 
Traditionally thermal barrier coatings (TBC) are intended for thermal protection of the components operated at 
high temperature loads (to 1300q C). They are from 100 to 500 μm thick; as internal cooling is applied, the 
temperature on the surface of the metal substrate (as a rule, made from a superalloy on nickel basis)decreases to 
100-300qC. TBC are operated in the extreme conditions of external input, so the failure of these coatings is the 
problem of a great concern. It is resulted from the complex multilayer processes being in progress while TBC 
operation and caused by: a) difference of coefficients of layers thermal expansion; b) high-temperature oxidation of 
the metals present in the composition; c) continuous changes of the composition, structure, morphology and other 
structural components of TBC [1]. 
One of the works that provide the most comprehensive view on the development of model ideas of deformation 
processes in the thermal barrier coatings is the review of A.G. Evans and J.W. Hutchinson  [2]. It supplies the 
exhaustive classification and the description of TBC failure mechanisms. As the thermal barrier coatings are 
multilayered structures, the models considering the mismatch of elastic and plastic deformation in particular layers 
[3] are used to give an adequate description of the failure phenomena. Traditional approaches of fracture mechanics 
are used to assess the mode of deformation quantitatively [4]. 
3. Methods 
Traditional approaches of fracture mechanics a deformable solid body are used in the research. On the example 
of thermal stressing of a copper sample with a ceramic coating, possibility of the instabilities having periodic 
character is shown and their research depending on the interfaced materials properties such as anisotropy of coating 
deformation and strength properties and geometrical features is conducted. The approach is based on representation 
of the thermal barrier coating in the form of the plate placed on the elastic foundation. Its deformation can develop 
according to the stability loss mechanism (similar to the loss of stability of a core while compression [5]). Similar 
approaches are described in the literature [6, 7]. In the course of delamination the coating can take the corrugation 
form, and the period of the formed structure is a function of foundation and coating adhesion [8]. The following 
analysis stages are presented: 
x solution of the problem concerning temperature distribution in the coating and the substrate in the transient 
regime under the influence of the heat shock; 
x assessment of the parameters of the coating intense stressed state under the temperature loadings exposure; 
x modeling of the coating stability loss process with the examples of calculations using both various geometrical 
and deformation - strength properties of the coating and substrate; 
x assessment of stress in the coating after the stability loss. 
4. Results and discussion 
Rated operating conditions including the substrate and the thermal coating are analyzed concerning the 
temperature distribution problem. Intensive heating is applied to the thermal coating. Nonstationary problem of heat 
conductivity is solved by means of the finite element method to determine the temperature field. Ideal thermal 
contact is conditioned (temperature equals heat flow) on the interface of the materials having different physical-
mechanical properties. Fig. 1 shows temperature field at the time station = 0.05sec. 
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Fig. 1. Surface illustrating temperature distribution in the thermal barrier coating 
To calculate the stressedly-deformed state of the anisotropic coating in inhomogeneous temperature field the 
finite element method is also used. In the solution of the coating stability problem the stresses calculated can be 
considered as corresponding to the subcritical state. 
An aluminum oxide layer on the copper substrate is modelled by the plate on the elastic Winkler foundation. 
Stability equations together with boundary conditions represent a set of homogeneous partial differential equations 
with homogeneous boundary conditions. The condition of non-trivial solution of the homogeneous equation set 
determines critical load. The substitution of differential operators to their finite-difference analogs in all nods of a 
finite-difference lattice and the analogous representation of boundary conditions result in the homogeneous set of 
the linear algebraic equations. The determinant should equal to zero for the nontrivial solution of this set. Gauss 
method was used to calculate the determinant of the linear algebraic equations set. It should be noted that to 
calculate the value of the determinant in Gauss procedure the forward course is enough, there is no need to do the 
backward one. Matrix elements on the main diagonal after the forward course were multiplied and the value of the 
set determinant corresponded to the defined value of the compressive stresses. The value of the stress, where the 
determinant equals to zero, was taken as the critical.  In practice not the determinant value itself was calculated, but 
its sign for distinct values of the stress of Vx, Vy.. The stress range where the determinant changes the sign defines 
critical load at any reasonable degree of accuracy. Then the latent vector of the algebraic equations set is evaluated. 
It was supposed that one component of the latent vector equals to a constant, the other components of the vector 
were calculated as a result of the equations set solution. Thus, the latent vector of the linear algebraic equations set 
(a stability loss form) was evaluated accurate within a fixed factor. Fig. 1 shows critical loads and stability loss 
forms of the square orthotropous plate the elastic foundation modeling the thermal barrier coating. Plate’s thickness 
to lateral length ratio is 1/200. The number of half-waves in each direction depends on the ratio of the corresponding 
modules of elasticity. Deflection value after the stability loss can be determined from the condition that the plate 
element length along the axis after heating is defined with the help of the corresponding coefficient of linear thermal 
expansion. It provides the possibility to define the corresponding stresses in the thermal barrier coating; calculation 
examples illustrate the levels of coating failure or delamination initiation. 
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Fig. 2. The critical stresses and stability loss forms of the orthotropous plate on the elastic foundation. (a) shows the case of hinge support of the 
edges, (b) shows the case of rigid fixing of the sides. 
5. Conclusion 
Under heat shock at initial time when the substrate is in initial cold state, considerable compressive stresses occur 
in the thermal coating, which can result in the loss of its stability as the thin-walled plate on the elastic foundation 
(substrate) modeling this coating. 
Under coating stability loss condition stress extremes are arranged in the order reminding a chessboard. If 
physical-mechanical characteristics of the coating are anisotropic, the general pattern of the stability loss changes in 
comparison with an isotropic coating. "Cells" of "the chessboard" are located along the axis corresponding to the 
higher module of elasticity. 
 Under the stability loss of the plate on the elastic foundation the number of waves on the coating surface 
increases with the rise of the elastic foundation stiffness and the reduction of the plate’s thickness to width and 
length ratio. Calculations for the particular orthotropic coating show that in the square plate a smaller number of 
half-waves is located along the axis with a higher modulus of elasticity compared to that along the orthotropy axis 
with a lower modulus of elasticity.  
Under the stability loss of the anisotropic plate having orthotropy axis turned to 45 q relative to the global axes, 
bulges and dents are located symmetrically about the orthotropy axes. 
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